Review Center helps students secure writing feedback—wherever they need it

Students need constructive writing feedback on more than English essays. That’s why Paper now offers feedback on various types of written assignments and projects via our new-and-improved Review Center.

What can students submit to Paper’s Review Center?
Paper’s tutors are now available to review more than traditional essay assignments. Students can submit:

**Essays (and related materials)**
Essays, outlines, short-answer questions, and bibliographies.

**Scientific writing**
Pre-lab assignments, lab reports, and research papers.

**Creative writing**
Poems, short stories, scripts, and creative nonfiction pieces.

**Miscellaneous written projects**
College application essays, résumés, book reports, letters, and more.

These categories will expand as we add to the Review Center’s offerings.

Paper’s Review Center addresses common roadblocks

**Provides constructive feedback**
Paper’s tutors never “correct” assignments outright; they follow the Paper Method instead, opting to provide constructive feedback. In turn, students get a clear pathway toward improving their writing skills.

**Upholds academic integrity**
Paper’s tutors are trained to identify common signs of plagiarism. If a student’s sources require a more in-depth review, tutors can help students cite information correctly through a nonpunitive approach.

**Ensures painless integration**
Students can upload files to Paper’s Review Center straight from Google Drive.

**Eases up educators’ schedules**
Combing through students’ work and providing constructive feedback is time-consuming for educators. Paper’s Review Center directs more of this work to dedicated tutors and writing coaches, freeing up time for busy educators.

Curious to see how Paper’s Review Center can level up students’ writing skills and save time for educators? Visit paper.co to learn more.